HOW TO USE

The WIZ MINI SPLIT SMART BRACKETS was designed to hold evaporator units up to 30 KBTUs while installing or servicing. The instructions below must be followed to ensure the correct use and safety:

1. Firmly secure the mounting plate on the wall. All screws must be fastened and the mounting plate must be correctly aligned.

2. Place the SMALL Bracket in the superior RIGHT hook of the plate (from viewer’s position), and secure the spring on the bottom hook of the plate.

3. Place the LARGE Bracket in the superior LEFT hook of the plate (from viewer’s position), and secure the spring on the bottom hook of the plate.

4. After checking WIZ brackets are firmly fastened, hook the evaporator unit to the WIZ brackets, using the unit’s proper housing grooves.

5. TO REMOVE: Holding the unit with one hand, remove the brackets with the other hand, and secure the unit to the mounting place.

SAFETY INFORMATION

Use the proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) recommended for HVAC-R.

Protective gloves are recommended.

Don’t use WIZ Smart Brackets for units beyond 30KBTUs or 30kgs/66lbs.

Keep in dry place and away from children.

Keep WIZ brackets clean for extended durability.

Made in Brazil